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CONNECTIONS
April 3, 2019

Mental health is essential to everyone’s overall 
health and well-being, and mental illnesses are 
common and treatable. So much of what we do 
physically impacts us mentally – it’s important 
to pay attention to both your physical health 
and your mental health, which can help you 
achieve overall wellness and set you on a path 
to recovery. 

Did you know that Mental Health America (MHA) 
founded May is Mental Health Month back in 
1949? That means this year marks MHA’s 70th 
year celebrating Mental Health Month!

This May is Mental Health Month and Thrive 
is expanding its focus from 2018 and raising 
awareness about the connection between 
physical health and mental health, through the 
theme #4Mind4Body. We are exploring the topics 
of recreation and social connections as ways to 
boost mental health and general wellness. 

A healthy lifestyle can help to prevent the onset 
or worsening of mental health conditions, as well 
as chronic conditions like heart disease, diabetes, 
and obesity. It can also help people recover from 
these conditions. For those dealing with a chronic 
health condition and the people who care for 
them, it can be especially important to focus 
on mental health. When dealing with dueling 

diagnoses, focusing on both physical and mental 
health concerns can be daunting – but critically 
important in achieving overall wellness. 

Professional caregivers and loved-ones are often 
eager to help you become both physically and 
mentally healthy. However, feelings of loneliness 
and isolation are common amongst caregivers. 
Adult day care and other respite programs can 
help reduce the demands on caregivers which 
may improve morale and allow more time for 
them to participate in social and recreational 
activities to improve their mental health and 
physical wellbeing.

Thrive wants everyone to know that mental 
illnesses are real, and recovery is always the 
goal.  Look for future communication and care 
packages arriving as May approaches. These will 
contain activities and key messages for living a 
healthy lifestyle, which may not be easy but can 
be achieved by gradually making small changes 
and building on those successes. Finding the 
balance between work and play, the ups and 
downs of life, physical health and mental health, 
can help you on the path towards focusing both 
#4Mind4Body. 

For more information, visit:
www.mentalhealthamerica.net/may 
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PROFESSIONAL MILESTONES •  Celebrating our dedicated staff

Sloane Roy • 15 Years in May
Primary Direct Support Professional • Esther House

Linda Swenson • 15 Years in June
Direct Support Professional • Bayview

Karen Winkler • 10 Years in June
Mental Health Rehabilitation Worker • Gull Harbour

Melida Keister • 5 Years in May
Mental Health Practitioner • Birch Tree Center

Jennifer Barenz • 5 Years in June
Mental Health Professional • Austin Manor

Gail Johnson • 5 Years in June
Direct Support Professional • Windsor House
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STRAIGHT FROM 
THE DESK 

Updates from the 
Central Office

by DUSTY BOLSTAD
Billing Manager

by CHRISSY JOHNSON
Accounting Supervisor

by JENILEE ERICKSON
Human Resources Manager

I am excited to announce we have a new addition 
to the Human Resources Team: Krista Hilmerson! 
Krista brings a multitude of experience in 
recruitment, interviewing, hiring along with other 
miscellaneous HR tasks. She is taking over the 
Hiring and Retention Specialist position and is 
eager to learn more in the mental health field. 
Please feel free to reach out and introduce 
yourselves!

With this time of year also comes melting snow 
and possibly icy conditions. Please make sure 
your facilities keep the walkways shoveled and 
salted to help prevent slips, trips, and falls. A 
couple of tips I like to remind everyone are:

• Don’t walk with your hands in your pockets, 
if you fall you will need your hands to brace 
and help break your fall

• Walk like a penguin, do the penguin shuffle!

Stay warm and hopefully we’ll be welcoming 
Spring in no time!

Hello Everyone from the Payroll Department! 
Hope you are finding your 2019 to be amazing 
despite the weather we have had this winter. 
After making it through year end, I want to 
mention how important it is to keep your 
address updated. If you have moved make sure 
to let your director know so we can keep your 
information accurate and up to date. Also, it is 
very important to have accuracy with time cards 
please look over yours before turning it in to 
your director for processing. 

With warmer weather just around the corner, 
start taking a moment to plan your time off! You 
can fill out Form 5005 this is a Scheduled Leave 
Request that needs to be completed and turned 
into your director to plan for scheduling and 
coverage. 

Thrive has some great benefits for eligible 
employees did you know we offer a 401(k) pan 
with an employer match? You are eligible for this 
benefit after you have reached age 21 and have 
completed 1 year of service,” (1,000 hours worked 
during your 1st 12 months of employment or 
1,000 hours during any calendar year).” When you 
become eligible you will receive an informational 
packet from John Hancock directly. 

I appreciate everyone’s hard work, input and 
questions you have had for me. If you need 
anything or have questions don’t hesitate to call 
me at 320-255-9530 Extension 3

“This is your world.  Shape it or 
someone else will.” - Gary Lew

Be mindful of future opportunities to get-
involved with the upcoming legislative items 
through grass-roots advocacy.  Not sure what 
that means? Visit the Connections Newsletter 
from October 2, 2017 via the weblink below!

The Best Life Alliance is advocating for a 
“competitive workforce factor” to increase the 

part of Medicaid waiver reimbursement rates 
dedicated to DSP wages, and a more frequent 
rate adjustment based on Bureau of Labor 
Statistic data. Recently, Governor Waltz included 
measures to increase wages for DPS’s in his 
budget proposal. The Best Life Alliance is working 
diligently with Governor Walz, his administration, 
and the legislators from both parties who are 
prioritizing better wages and benefits for DSPs 
and addressing the overall workforce crisis in 
home and community-based services. 

The Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity 
Act of 2008 is a federal law that protects mental 
health and substance use disorder treatment 
offered within many health plans. This law and 

Minnesota state laws require that these benefits 
are generally treated equivalently with physical 
health benefits. Strong state statutes enforcing 
parity laws are among the critical foundations 
for helping end discrimination in the coverage 
of mental health and substance use disorder 
services — and changing the culture of what 
people can expect from health care. Policymakers 
are working to increase parity enforcement 
efforts with recent success where HealthPartners 
now covers Intensive Residential Treatment 
Services.
 
Thrive Connections Newsletter archive: 
www.thrivebehavioralnetwork.com/newsletter

Think Spring!

We have had lots of changes in the insurance 
and billing world this year and I would just like 
to thank everyone for their patience for our 
updates and any new procedures we have had 
to implement. If you have any questions on any 
of the emails we have sent out, please do not 
hesitate to contact us. On that note, Blue Plus 
Amerigroup is the name of the new collaborative 
agreement between Blue Cross/Blue Shield and 
Amerigroup Health Solutions to administer the 
benefits for MN Health Care Programs including 
the PMAP’s. You will see this as the new option in 
Credible for the 2019 year. 
 
Reminders for this quarter: All of the CRP’s were 
mailed out at the end of January, if a client has 
misplaced their CRP and is in need of a new 
copy please contact us at the Business Office. 
There will be a $25.00 fee associated with a new 
CRP. Also remember to run the Incomplete Visit 
Report to keep up on any services that need to be 
addressed. Thank you and have a great spring!

ADVOCACY MATTERS!

by JEFF BRADLEY • President
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In the 2019 Q1 edition of Connections I briefly covered phishing scams, 
including emails that appear to be from a coworker, friend or family 
member. This is called email spoofing, the creation of an email of a forged 
sender address. The latest influx of this targets key personnel within your 
company, specifically owners, executives, and individuals holding position 
of management and decision making.

Typically, email spoofing has a call to action for their intended victims 
including;

1. Replying to the email with sensitive data about your business, 
clients, and/or yourself

2. Clicking on hyperlinks which allow the attacker to access your 
computer data with the intentions of theft

3. Requesting money transfers or fake invoices that you or our 
business must pay

4. Attached files that have embedded ransomware which 
once opened, can infect your computer with a virus or even 
worse, lock your computer down demanding payment 
within XX hours before all of your data is destroyed 

What should you do when you receive an email that you do not know the 
sender?

• If they are requesting private information, do not send it.
• If they include an attached file or hyperlink, don’t open/click on it.
• Contact Citon, requesting them to look into this suspicious email

What should you do when you receive an email from someone you know, 
but the content/request is unfamiliar to you or seems odd that they would 
ask for this information?

• Contact that person on the phone and ask them if they sent the 
email before clicking on hyperlinks, opening files, or replying with 
data. There’s no harm in saying, “I received an email from you but 
I was nervous it was a spoofing attack, and would like to confirm 
you sent it before addressing it.”

When in doubt, slow down and double-check the source. If you are unsure 
of an email, whether or not it’s safe or unsafe, please contact Citon and 
they will look into it for you. Protecting your computer, information, and 
privacy is something we should never let our guard down on. 

Finally, so everyone is in the know:
• Thrive management and staff, on any level, will never ask you to 

purchase anything with your personal funds, with the exception of 
booking your accommodations for an approved training.

• Thrive will never request money via a wire transfer, or request you 
to initiate a wire transfer.

• Thrive management and staff will never request you to purchase 
gift cards, whether it’s via personal funds or company funds.

• Our vendors, such as Microsoft, DELL, Citon, government agencies, 
etc. will never request payment via a gift card.

TECH TIPS
Email Spoofing: 

Can you tell the difference?

by JODY LANGER
Creative Technical Coordinator

FACILITY SPOTLIGHT Eastern Star & Western Star • HCBS •  Sauk Rapids

by SHANNON RIVERS • Program Director

Welcome to Eastern Star and Western Star 
located in Sauk Rapids! 

Eastern Star is an all-male AFC home and Western 
Star is an all-female home located next door to 
each other, just across the river from St. Cloud.  
These programs boast the closest proximity to 
our central office which is less than 3 miles away.  

Staff use person-centered practices to tailor 
individualized supports, increase independence 
and promote community inclusion. The 
programs provide assistance with ADL’s and staff 
are encouraged to get creative and be flexible 
in determining the best supports to meet the 
unique needs of each person. 

For example, the staff and Program Director 
make a personalized birthday cake and decorate 
it to each person’s liking. House mates and 
the neighboring home will make cards for the 
celebration and everyone is invited to have a 
meal and cake if they choose to attend. There 
are many fun activities in the nearby area for the 
people who call these programs home to engage 
in.  Parks, fishing, theaters, live music/food trucks 
by Lake George in the summer are just some of 
the favorites.  

Come visit! We all will make you feel at home.

EASTERN STAR

WESTERN STAR
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Greetings, Thrive readers. I’m Liese and I have been the Clinical Supervisor at Birch Tree Center since August of 2017. When I was asked to write today’s 
clinical article, I had this semi-automatic agreement thought process:

I like to write -> I like a challenge -> there is value in being agreeable ->  “sure, I would be happy to write something up!”

We all know how formidable it can be to agree to things we aren’t sure we want to do, or know how to do. But before we know it, the agreement has 
been spoken. 
 
This is an article about how we can do our best in being both agreeable and genuine.

Picture being asked to lead a group on short notice, being “voluntold” for a difficult assessment or to sub for someone at a meeting, being approached 
to consult or solve or mediate a disagreement. We might automatically roll out our agreement and then proceed, in the form of a well-rehearsed, 
safe, role-appropriate, objective response. Other times, we might improvise or have a genuine and personal response instead of that textbook- 
perfect response. The second one might be relatively rare to those of us well-schooled in our expectations and “professional boundaries”. It can feel 
unfamiliar, unsafe, and unprofessional to be genuine at work, especially when the importance of having the right response or solution, and “maintaining 
professional boundaries” has been so integrated with our roles in this field. Our professional boundaries and roles often become second nature, and we 
might replace our genuine responses with “professional boundaries”. Indeed we have been taught this is good to do. It might show up in our workday as 
relying on the same session topics, responses, worksheets, phrases, or demeanor, as we have agreed to perform. It can become a safety zone. Merging 
professionalism with being genuine and therefor vulnerable is a gray area; a challenging balance to pursue.

The strength to approach this elusive balance comes from many sources. One is from meaningful and nurturing self-care: taking time out when 
we need it, and regularly engaging in practices that bring us joy, humility, peace, accomplishment, recreation, confidence, and reflection. Self-care 
includes respecting our personal boundaries by saying no to some things and saying yes to other things, and taking opportunities to be brave and 
creative instead of habitual. Consulting with trusted others, including your Higher Power if you have one. Cultivating healthy personal and professional 
relationships - the kind that build us up and have our backs, in which we feel valued and that we belong, and that we can recover from mistakes. Taking 
action to revise the relationships or the habits that damage us. The kind of self-care that we coach our clients and supervisees in (don’t we?) and ought 
to be engaging in ourselves. 

Don’t get me wrong, the “exercise, nap, get a mani” self-care is lovely and I want to do them all right now. However if that’s all you’ve been doing or 
recommending, consider upping your game and digging in to more mindful, substantial self-care. We’re here to make a positive impact and we’ve 
agreed to work towards that end.

Awareness of the balance between our genuine selves and our professional selves needs to be a frequent reflection, able to be maintained especially 
when things get challenging.  To be as effective as we have the potential to be requires that we show up with authenticity and strength, vulnerability, 
bravery, and those professional boundaries too. All these characteristics and skills are honed and strengthened through deep, quality self-care. This 
includes opportunities for self-care that happen at work - not just on our personal time. Self-care and reflection on our thinking and behavior reinforces 
our ability to be genuine and bring “ourselves” into our professional roles.  

To wrap this up…Thanks for reading and giving this some thought.  I hope it has inspired reflection on your balance of self-care and you-ness, with your 
boundaries and approach to your role. Merging our personal qualities and responses with a professional approach is an art. I’m not perfect at it, but I 
am intentional in my pursuit of it. I imagine it is a work in progress for you, too.  What goes in to your agreement to show up here at Thrive? 

CLINICAL
 

Quality Self-Care

LIESE DOMBROVSKI 
Mental Health Professional
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PERSON-CENTERED
CARE

 
Outcome Statements

by ROB BENNER
Director of

Program Management - HCBS

As we continue our ongoing quest to improve the quality of our person-centered services, it’s important to remember that being “person-centered” 
extends beyond how we treat the people in our care.  Person-centered thinking also needs to apply to how we are documenting the outcomes and 
support strategies for everyone in our homes.  What follows are some tips and ideas to keep in mind when developing person-centered outcomes and 
supports.  

First, what is an “outcome”?  Outcomes are the end results we see from the supports or services we provide.  Outcomes describe how things will be 
different from how they are today and are changes the person achieves.  We need to get to know what the person’s life is like now and develop ideas 
for what they would like their life to be in the future. We then help them to take the actions necessary to move towards that future.

When helping to develop outcomes, remember that they must be meaningful to the person.  It’s ok to have an outcome that aligns more with what’s 
“important for” the person but it should always contain an “important to” hook or element that will help bring the person on board.  Outcomes that are 
in no way meaningful to the person will never be accomplished without a power struggle, which we don’t want!  DHS would rather see one meaningful 
outcome for a person than multiple outcomes that are seemingly imposed upon the person by a well-intentioned, but misguided support team.  If an 
outcome, as written, wouldn’t make sense for a person without a mental illness, then don’t use it!  Outcomes are achieved by implementing a specific 
set of actions steps (methods & supports).  Each outcome needs to be accompanied with supports that lay out what we as staff plan to do with/for the 
person in order for them to accomplish their stated outcome.  Here’s a brief list of some Do’s/Do Not’s when it comes to writing outcomes and support 
strategies in a person-centered way:

Keep in mind that people need time to learn and explore what is possible so it’s very likely that you won’t get it right the first time you help establish an 
outcome for someone and that’s ok!  Outcomes can and will change over time as they are modified, achieved, or abandoned all together. Along with 
engaging the person in conversation, utilize the person’s entire circle of support to help learn what it is that makes life meaningful to them.  Dig deeper 
to find what is really important to the individual and accept the notion that people have the right to make decisions that you may not agree with.  We 
should be soliciting preferences from the person, not just offering our own recommended set of choices.  If you find yourself struggling with developing 
meaningful outcomes and supports for someone you serve, you’re not alone! Please reach out to your supervisor and other colleagues for assistance. 
Together we can help everyone in our care strive for a meaningful future.

DO DO NOT
• Focus on achievements specific to the person
• Focus on hopes and goals
• Use everyday language
• Make sure it’s meaningful TO them 
• Write in future tense
  

EX: Jon works in a job where he can use his computer skills 
EX: Jane is a member of her local art center

  
• List specific support strategies involved in helping the 

person achieve the outcome
  

EX: DSPs will role play with Jane to help navigate social 
situations more effectively

• Focus on disability or readiness to achieve something 
• Focus on problems and challenges
• Use psychiatric jargon
• Focus on “fixing” them 
• Use hygiene goals as an outcome
  

EX: on will reduce his challenging, maladaptive behaviors so 
he can participate in community activities.
EX: Mary will be med compliant and shower every day

  
• List the service as the support strategy
  

EX: Jane will receive positive, community-based supports
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What personal and professional experiences
lead you to your current position(s) with Thrive.

I grew up in a family where mental health and substance use disorders 
were common. Therapy and meetings were a normal thing. I even tagged 
along as a child, and felt accepted in those rooms. As a teenager I found 
myself struggling with the same things I heard so much about growing up, 
but distanced myself from the supportive circles I knew existed. Feeling 
somehow undeserving of what they had to offer me. It took me a few 
years, numerous outside interventions, and finally a health condition to 
find my way back to the people and places that would help me learn to 
start becoming a person I could like again.

It was around this time that I found my way into the human services field, 
working as a personal care attendant for a family friend with an IDD. I 
knew right away that I had found a field that I loved. I was able to make 
a difference in someone’s life with something as simple as a smile and 
listening to what they had to say when others did not have the time or 
patience to do so. Following that I worked in a couple of different group 
homes for individuals with varying IDD’s, physical,  & psychological abilities, 
and then an Independent Living Services program, which was similar yet 
very different from the homes I was used to.
 
Finally, when I decided to move out of the cities I found myself drawn to 
the homey feeling that New Visions Center provides and all that Thrive 
stands for. It was like coming back to the rooms I visited as a child, and 
again as a young adult, but this time I get to tag along for the ride as 
others are working to find the way back to the person that they want to be.
 

What do you like most about your job?

I love being in the center of all of the action (in the front office a majority 
of the time). I feel like I get the best of both worlds, the opportunity to 
welcome, get to know, and assist the individuals we serve on a daily basis 
as well as working together with staff as I assist in hiring, training, and in 
improving communication between the different disciplines. What I love 
most about this field is how much I am constantly being taught by the 
people we serve.

What is something about you that would surprise people?

I have a fear of heights/ falling. It would probably surprise people because I 
am very adventurous and love to face that fear by going on roller coasters, 
zip-lining, climbing fire towers, etc.. I guess I just like the adrenaline and 
the ability to show myself I can do these things even though they scare me.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

TIFFANY ROBERTS 
Lead Chemical Dependency Technician 

New Visions Center - Residential

What are your two favorite cities in the world?

One of my all-time favorite cities is Taylor’s Falls, Minnesota. With being 
right on the St. Croix river, it is a gorgeous area to hike, camp, and sightsee, 
especially in the fall with all of the leaves changing. 
 
Although I moved away from it, I think my other favorite city is Minneapolis. 
I have a lot of fond memories of exploring the different parts of it (it 
surprisingly has a lot of trails and nature hidden within its boundaries) and 
each neighborhood has its own distinct personality and hidden treasures. 
There is also always something to do there, so it is fun to visit every now 
and then when I am getting tired of the slow paced Alexandria living.

Who is one of your heroes or heroines?

My mom was one of my biggest heroes. She had the biggest heart and 
plenty of love to give to anyone that needed it. She faced a lot of struggles 
in life, and through it all, she never let her heart grow hard and never gave 
up.

What values are important to you?

Values that are most important to me are open-mindedness, compassion, 
and humor. I feel like the people that embody these values are the easiest 
to be around and talk to as they can hear what you say without taking it 
personal and you just know that they genuinely care. I strive to be that 
person every day.


